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The joyous exuberance with which The Mitre Players presented Our House will have 

been more than a release from the worry of planning such a huge undertaking as the 

Covid rules still bit into theatrical plans. Performed in the open air courtyard at 

Croydon High, Mitre took every precaution to make their audience feel safe and able 

to enjoy this wonderfully upbeat show. 

I had the pleasure of reviewing this show when they performed it at Trinity School 

in 2011 and was delighted to see that family history was repeated with the role of 

the central character, Joe Casey, played this time by Chris Backway and last time 

by his brother James. Families were, in fact, well represented in the cast with 

relations of all kinds taking part. 

Joe Casey himself has a family history with which to tussle. His father was not a 

‘good’un’ and as he grows up, Joe is faced with both good and bad opportunities. The 

tale is cleverly illustrated with Joe in white when good and black when bad and 

some of his quick costume changes were masterly in both their speed and sometimes 

illusion. His girl, even from school days, is Sarah with Thalia Selby’s strong acting 

enhanced by a beautifully melodic voice matched particularly well in duet with Good 

Joe for It Must Be Love. 

Joe has two particular mates – Emmo and Lewis, here brought to life by Tom Lilley 

and James Ali. Sometimes amusing, sometimes concerned, the pair journeyed with 

both good and bad Joe. Sarah had mates too – Billie and Angie – Kate Gaunlett and 

Laura Mackie respectively. Brash, fun-loving and sometimes not the best at 

supporting Sarah, the pair made quite an impact on the show. The bad boy always 

trying to lead Joe astray is Reecey – Calum Roy’s rather ‘oily’ delivery was perfect 

here although the audience could see he should never be trusted, sadly Joe didn’t! 

Joe’s Mum lives in the house in Casey Street - the street named after his father 

whose building firm built the houses in it. Nicky Chambers made her down to earth, 

delivered a great Irish accent and showed love of and faith in her boy. Mike Lilley is 

the phantom figure in the show as Joe’s Dad– visible but sadly dead – he can only 

watch his son’s twists and turns. He gets songs though and the delivery of Simple 



Equation was notable. Along with other members of the Ensemble, Keith 

Robertshaw was a man of many parts but his underhand Mr Pressman was the 

main one. All charm on the surface and self-serving underneath – and Joe got 

caught up in his devious plans.  

A lively and talented Ensemble of 16 gave their all to the energetic and impressive 

dance numbers so imaginatively choreographed by a talented Kim McEvoy who also 

danced with them. The prison number was simple but impressive and a real buzz 

came, as expected, from Our House, Baggy Trousers and Driving In My Car. The 

‘story’ number My Girl was woven through the show and brought amusement each 

time. Paul Grace as Sarah’s almost bridegroom backed up his Scottish accent as 

Callum with unmissable tartan trousers and was also responsible for one of the 

‘sung snippets from elsewhere’, touting cannabis to the Strawberry Seller’s vocal 

from Oliver!  

Members of the Ensemble diverted into other small roles as required to tell the tale, 

but, as is often the case with him, Ziggi Szafranski popped up frequently – creating 

new characters each time.  

Dressing a cast of this size and particularly when, as mentioned, there were many 

extra characters involved, is no easy task but Di Jones and Anna Warnock, assisted 

by Liz Dolman achieved just the right look for this zingy show. Jill Wilson’s set 

design was simple but effective and Alan Collins must be congratulated on his stage 

management.  

The story is written by Tim Firth and Madness were responsible for writing both the 

lyrics and the music for Our House but Colin Warnock and his talented band of 

musicians brought it to life, in this open air setting, which they will do again when 

the whole kit and kaboodle go down to perform at the lovely Minack Theatre in 

Cornwall 16th – 20th August 2021. 

How did The Mitre Players overcome all the problems, changes of plan, government 

edicts and theatrical restrictions imposed due to Covid?  Much must be due to the 

indefatigable encouragement from experienced Director Kevin Gauntlett – 'cometh 

the hour, cometh the man’,  but this man had a great cast and team behind him, so  

to everyone involved,  many congratulations are due.  


